Abstract. MPI system being used diversely abroad is also using the method that distinguishes individuals in combination with the private information. The system to judge the combination of private information quickly and exactly is necessary in this system. In this paper, Suggest the phonetic similar code algorithm of Korean name data for the combination of private information and the algorithms that can extract correct the candidate group by using Korean name features.
Introduction
The spill of private information is emerging as a social issue all around the world. It is one solution not to save the sensitive information as possible to solve this problem. Korean government initiated a law of prohibiting the resident registration number storage and is going to enact soon to solve this problem. In accordance with this flow, the hospitals are also introducing the system by which we can distinguish patients' information without saving the sensitive private information in the hospital information system. MPI system being used diversely abroad is also using the method that distinguishes individuals in combination with the private information. The system to judge the combination of private information quickly and exactly is necessary in this system.
In this paper, Suggest the phonetic similar code algorithm of Korean name data for the combination of private information and the algorithms that can extract correct the candidate group.
Past Work
As the method to search all names when searching the large-capacity names is inefficient, the method to extract the candidate group is needed.
The phonetic algorithm method exists in this way and the representative method is Soundex algorithm. The remaining consonants except for the first consonant after leaving only consonants after removing vowels in English words are changed into the code value using the similar consonant group suggested by the algorithm.
You compare the codes that came out in this way and judge if they are same each other, they are similar and if they are different each other, they are not similar. There is a method that used Soundex method to Korean [1] .
It is the group that was suggested after leaving the first consonant after dividing syllables into consonant/vowel phonemes and removing the vowels. It is the method to change into the code value. However, there is a method that sets up the condition in each phoneme and creates the detailed codes rather than simply using the code of group because the accuracy of this method becomes the problem [ 
However, since this study is conducted focusing on Korean search of loanwords and the name characteristic is not reflected, it is impossible to extract the exact candidate group in the name candidate extraction.
Our Approach
This paper reorganized the groups usually used in Korea name using the Koreans' name nature in order to solve the problems that we cannot extract the exact candidate group when extracting Koreans' Hangul name candidates mentioned before, and in case of usually used syllables, exceptional syllables were made to have them included in several groups.
Algorithm
If we give the similar code only by Korean consonants, the discrimination capacity in Korean names that have relatively short length and less phonetic confusion so the similar vowel information was grouped to conduct the encoding. The syllables were divided into phonemes and all of the final consonants were removed and then the code was created only using the initial sound and final consonants.
Consonant/vowel group
As Table 1 , the part usually used in Korean rules and Korean names were grouped to create the classification code. The vowel was composed for the bit calculation. 
Exceptional syllable group
Usually used syllables like Table 2 can raise the accuracy when being included in several groups rather than in only one group so the vowel code was set up as FF to be compared with candidates of all vowel groups through the bit calculation. 
Experiments
It was judged how much the accuracy was improved based on the number of similarity judgment of similar names and the similar judgment error rate of nonsimilar names through the code based on 1010 pairs of similar names and 300 thousand pairs of non-similar names the user generated manually, and it was judged how much the candidate group was evenly distributed through the encoding of 1.5 million cases of names. KODEX algorithm is used as the comparative algorithm which is not specialized in regard to the loanword. The following Table 3 shows the similarity judgment result on the similar names and non-similar names using KODEX. 
Results
As a result of experiment, while the rate of extracting similar name pairs as the candidate was about 39.2% in case of KODEX, in the suggested method, the similar name pair was extracted as 97.6% candidate. On the other hand, while the accuracy dropped from 99.6% to 98.2% in case of non-similar name, in the candidate extraction for the name, it was the more important element that how many similar candidate groups were extracted than the error value so the exact candidate extraction was improved.
Considering that the average number of suggested algorithm per code was 183.96 compared to KODEX and the number of codes under 2 reduced to 2555, we can say the candidates were evenly extracted.
Through it, the candidate calculating method of Korean name that used the phonetic code was improved in the similar code extraction compared to existing phonetic method. Currently, the algorithm suggested in this paper will be loaded in the actual MPI system to be improved more based on the experience.
